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Abstract—Application-specific instruction set processor (ASIP) design is a promising technique to meet the performance and cost

goals of high-performance systems. ASIPs are especially valuable for embedded computing applications (e.g., digital cameras, color

printers, cellular phones, etc.) where a small increase in performance and decrease in cost can have a large impact on a product’s

viability. Sutherland, Sproull, and Molnar originally proposed a processor organization called the counterflow pipeline (CFP) as a

general-purpose architecture. We observed that the CFP is appropriate for ASIP design due to its simple and regular structure, local

control and communication, and high degree of modularity. This paper describes a new CFP architecture, called the wide counterflow

pipeline (WCFP), that extends the original proposal to be better suited for custom embedded instruction-level parallel processors. This

work presents a novel and practical application of the CFP to automatic and quick turnaround design of ASIPs. The paper introduces

the WCFP architecture and describes several microarchitecture capabilities needed to get good performance from custom WCFPs.

We demonstrate that custom WCFPs have performance that is up to four times better than that of ASIPs based on the CFP. Using an

analytic cost model, we show that custom WCFPs do not unduly increase the cost of the original counterflow pipeline architecture, yet

they retain the simplicity of the CFP. We also compare custom WCFPs to custom VLIW architectures and demonstrate that the WCFP

is performance competitive with traditional VLIWs without requiring complicated global interconnection of functional devices.

Index Terms—Counterflow pipelines, application-specific processors, automatic architectural synthesis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

APPLICATION-SPECIFIC instruction set processor design
(ASIP) is a promising approach for improving the

cost-performance ratio of an application. ASIPs are espe-
cially useful for embedded applications (e.g., digital
cameras, cellular phones, color printers, etc.) where a small
increase in performance and decrease in cost can have a
large impact on a product’s viability. A novel computer
organization, called the counterflow pipeline (CFP) [1], has
several characteristics that make it attractive for custom
embedded processors. The CFP has a simple and regular
structure, local control, high degree of modularity, syn-
chronous and asynchronous implementations, and inherent
handling of complex features such as register renaming and
pipeline interlocking. However, the CFP is not performance
competitive for ASIPs. In this paper, we extend the CFP to a
wide-issue organization, called a wide counterflow pipeline
(WCFP), that has much higher performance and is better
suited for automatic design of instruction-level parallel
(ILP) processors than the original proposal. Our work is a
novel and practical application of the CFP to automatic
ASIP design.

General-purpose processors are good for average work-
loads, as typified by popular benchmark suites such as
SPEC CPU2000 [2]. These architectures are optimized to

execute applications containing a set of common operations
and exhibiting similar behavior. The ever increasing
demand for performance and the need to handle arbitrary
code has led to very complex and costly general-purpose
microarchitectures. Although the cost of aggressive general-
purpose processors is usually prohibitive for embedded
applications, many embedded applications would benefit
from high performance. An alternative to a general-purpose
architecture is a custom processor matched to an applica-
tion’s performance and cost goals. An ASIP has the
flexibility to include the minimal instruction set and
microarchitecture elements that give good performance
and low cost (e.g., power consumption, code size, and quick
turn-around design) for a single code without the complex-
ity of devices for general-purpose codes. Because cost and
time-to-market are very important to embedded systems
[3], an ASIP architecture should permit automatic design,
including high-level architectural design.

The WCFP is a good candidate for this type of fast
architectural synthesis because of its superior composability
and simplicity. This greatly reduces the complexity of
automatic design because a synthesis system does not have
to design control paths and determine complex bus and
bypass networks as it would for a traditional architecture,
such as a custom VLIW [4]. The WCFP also has local point-
to-point communication between functional blocks, which
may lead to faster and lower power processors than
architectures that use traditional structures for global
interconnection of functional devices. Local communication
is especially important as feature size is reduced, where
wire latency and power consumption dominates transistor
latency and power [5].

While our previous work used the CFP as a target for
application-specific processors [6] [7], this paper describes a
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new wide-issue counterflow pipeline architecture. This new
architecture is better suited for custom ILP processors than
the CFP. Although ASIPs based on the CFP take some
advantage of ILP, they do not fully exploit an application’s
ILP because they issue only one instruction at a time. We
observed that higher levels of performance may be obtained
by widening the CFP’s instruction pipeline to take better
advantage of ILP with the assistance of compiler transfor-
mations such as if-conversion and software pipelining.

The WCFP is ideal for automatic design of ILP processors
because its pipeline width, depth, and functional repertoire
can be easily and quickly tailored to match the performance
requirements of an application. Indeed, we have developed
an end-to-end architectural design system that accepts an
application in the programming language C and automati-
cally generates a custom processor for that application using
the WCFP. Our previous work describes the design metho-
dology [8] and software infrastructure [9] needed for
architectural synthesis of customWCFPs.Thispaperpresents
the WCFP architecture and several microarchitecture cap-
abilities needed to get high performance, including result
packing, register caching, and predicated execution. We also
develop a cost model for evaluating custom CFPs and
WCFPs. This model can be used to investigate the costs
associated with different alternatives when constructing
custom WCFPs. We use the model to explore the relative
cost difference in WCFP implementations for several bench-
marks. We also evaluate WCFP cost versus the CFP. Finally,
we demonstrate that WCFPs with local communication
between functional blocks are performance competitive with
traditional custom VLIW architectures.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
our target applications, general system architecture, and
background material about the original counterflow pipe-
line. Section 3 presents the WCFP and several microarch-
itecture capabilities needed to get good performance from
custom WCFPs. Section 4 has a performance evaluation of
the WCFP and its microarchitecture features. We also
compare the WCFP to ASIPs based on traditional customi-
zation methodologies using VLIWs. Section 5 describes a
cost model for evaluating WCFP design alternatives.
Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 summarizes
the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we first describe our target applications and
system architecture. We also explain how the CFP [1]
works. Finally, we discuss some characteristics of the
counterflow pipeline.

2.1 Design Strategy

Target Applications. The kinds of high-performance em-
bedded applications that we are targeting with custom
WCFPs have two parts: control code and a computationally
intensive part. The computation part is a kernel loop that
accounts for the majority of execution time. Some applica-
tions with this organization include digital cameras (JPEG),
color printers (Floyd-Steinberg dithering), and digital video
camcorders (MPEG). Increasing the performance of the
most frequently executed portion of an application in-

creases overall performance. Thus, synthesizing custom
hardware for the computation-intensive portion of an
application is an effective way to increase performance.

The type of applications we are targeting need only a
modest kernel speedup to improve overall performance.
For example, JPEG has a function j_rev_dct() that
accounts for 60 percent of total execution time. This function
consists of applying a single loop twice (to do the inverse
discrete cosine transformation), so it is a good candidate for
a custom counterflow pipeline. For JPEG, a small kernel
speedup of 6 or 7 achieves most of the overall speedup.
Many embedded applications we have examined have
execution profiles similar to JPEG with one kernel that
consists of over 50 percent of the overall execution of the
application. We profiled benchmarks from MediaBench [10]
and found that most of these applications had one loop that
accounted for most of the execution time. These bench-
marks included GSM 6.10 speech coding, ADPCM coding,
image compression and decompression, MPEG-III audio
playback (not in MediaBench), and CCITT G.721 voice
coding. In these benchmarks, one kernel loop accounts for
53 percent to 85 percent of execution time. Some of the
MediaBench benchmarks, such as osdemo, texgen,
epic_dec, pegwit_enc, and pegwit_dec, did not have
a single loop that dominated execution time. Here, gen-
erating custom hardware for a single loop is not an effective
way to improve overall performance.

The question of how to partition an application into its
computationally expensive and control parts can be
addressed by software/hardware codesign methodologies.
In our system, annotations are added to the application
source code to identify the computational kernel. The
system extracts this kernel and uses it derive an ASIP. For
this paper, we used a profile guided partitioning approach
to identify the computational portions of benchmark codes.

System Architecture. Our target system architecture has
two processors: a traditional processor (e.g., a MIPS core)
for executing control code and a WCFP for executing the
computation portions of an application. We incorporate a
WCFP in the whole system as a loosely coupled coprocessor
in a similar manner as other application-specific systems
such as RaPiD [11] and PipeRench [12]. We expect the
processors to be integrated on the same chip to reduce
overhead and system cost.

2.2 Counterflow Pipelines

The CFP was originally proposed as a general-purpose
single issue architecture [1]. It has two pipelines flowing in
opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 1a. One is the
instruction pipeline, which carries instructions from a fetch
stage (fetch) to a register file stage (regfile). When an
instruction issues, an instruction bundle is formed that
flows through the pipeline. Fig. 1b shows an instruction
bundle that holds the instruction opcode (OP ), source
register names (SN1 and SN2), a destination register name
(DN1), source operand values (SV1 and SV2), and destina-
tion value (DV1). An instruction bundle also has status flags
(F ) that indicate whether the instruction has executed.

The other pipeline is the results pipeline that carries
results from the register file to the instruction fetch stage.
Whenever a value is inserted in the result pipeline, a result
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bundle is created that holds the name of a register and its
corresponding value. An example result bundle with two
registers is shown in Fig. 1b. This result bundle has two
register names (RN1 and RN2) and two corresponding
values (RV1 and RV2).

A CFP has a series of stages, including instruction fetch,
register fetch, execution, and register file writeback. The
instruction stage decodes and issues instructions and
creates instruction bundles. It also discards results from
the pipeline. The register file holds destination register
values of instructions that have exited the pipeline. It is
updated with an instruction’s destination register whenever
an instruction enters the stage. The register fetch stage is
responsible for fetching register values from the register file
stage. Whenever a newly fetched instruction enters the
register fetch stage, a request is sent to the register file for
the source operands for the new instruction. The source
operands are inserted into the result pipeline in a result
bundle. Finally, execution stages carry out the actual
operations required by instructions. In Fig. 1a, an AND
instruction executes in the logical stage, an ADD in the
integer stage, and a COMPARE in the compare stage.

The instruction and result pipelines interact: instructions
copy values to and from the result pipeline through
garnering, killing, or updating. This interaction is governed
by rules that ensure sequential execution semantics. There
are also rules that ensure result values are current for their
position in the pipeline and not values from previous
operations that use the same register names.

We illustrate how garner, kill, and update work through
an example in Fig. 2. The figure shows the movement and
interaction of instructions and results over nine time steps.
To simplify the example, assume unit latency; in practice,
CFPs have varying latencies for different operations in a
stage. Fig. 2a shows a timing diagram of how instructions
and results interact, Fig. 2b shows the instruction sequence

executed by the pipeline, and Fig. 2c shows the result
bundles injected into the pipeline. Starting with time 1,
instructions I1 and I2 have been fetched and inserted in the
pipeline. I1 requests its source operands from the register
file. The register file inserts a result bundling holding these
sources. On time 2, I1 and I2 advance one stage and a new
instruction, I3, is fetched. At time 3, I1 and R1 interact
because R1 is carrying the source values needed by I1. A
comparison is made with the source names from I1 and
with the result register names from R1. The names match
and a garner is done to copy the values of r11 and r12 from
R1 to I1. Operand values are copied to an instruction
because an instruction can meet its source operand values
before reaching an execution stage (e.g., I1 meets its sources
in compare and executes in logical).

At time 4, I1 advances to the logical stage, where it can
execute, and meets result bundle R2 (requested by I2). A
check is made against the names in I1 and R2 and a match is
found on I1’s destination register name. A kill operation is
done to nullify the value of register 10, which will be
produced by I1. Killing the value ensures that I2 will not
acquire an old value for register 10. A kill is done only for
an unexecuted instruction whose destination register name
matches a result register name held in R2. If the instruction
is executed and its destination matches a register name in a
result bundle, then the result value in the bundle is updated
with the correct value of the destination register (from the
instruction bundle). Also, on time 4, I2 meets R1 which has
a register name that matches I2’s destination name. The
value for r11 in R1 is killed in this case. When I1 finishes
execution on time 5, a new result bundle is injected that
holds I1’s destination value. The value is inserted to ensure
that any subsequent dependent instruction can acquire its
needed value. The destination value for I1 is copied to the
instruction bundle for I1 so that the new value can be
written to the register file when I1 reaches that stage
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(time 6). Result register names that match I1’s destination

register name can also be updated with the destination

value from I1’s instruction bundle. Notice that on time 5, I2

is stalled in the integer pipeline stage, where it executes. I2

will wait in this stage until it has acquired all of its source

operand values. I2 garners its first operand, register 13, on

time 6 from result R2. Because register 10 was killed in R2,

I2 cannot copy the value for register 10 from the result.

Instead, on time 7, I2 copies the value of register 10 from R3.

On time 8, I2 executes and injects a new result bundle R5.

Finally, on time 9, I2 advances to the next stage now that it

has executed and a new instruction I5 is fetched.
A counterflow pipeline may also have pipelined func-

tional units, called sidings, that execute instructions.

Typically, the sidings execute high latency operations such

as floating-point instructions and loads. Sidings are con-

nected to the processor through launch and return stages,

which initiate siding operations and return values from

sidings. Fig. 1c shows an example siding for memory that is

connected to the pipeline by memlaunch and memreturn

stages. When a load instruction reaches memlaunch, it is

launched to initiate a memory access. The load continues to

advance through the main pipeline and, when it reaches

memreturn, the loaded destination value is extracted from

the memory siding. The destination value is copied to the

load instruction bundle, and a new result bundle is injected

into the result pipeline that holds the destination value.

2.3 Design Characteristics of the Counterflow
Pipeline

As Fig. 1 shows, CFPs have local communication: Func-

tional devices communicate only with their neighbors. This

has two advantages. First, synthesis of CFPs does not need

to determine device interconnection; it is implicit in pipe-

line stage order. Second, local communication may lead to

fast and low power designs, especially as global wire delays

dominate critical path latencies.

Although the simplicity and local communication of the
CFP is appealing, there are some potential disadvantages
[7]. First, the CFP requires arbitration between adjacent
pipeline stages and, in practice, it has proven difficult to
build fast (and correct) arbiters and control circuits for
asynchronous implementations because of race conditions,
circuit hazards, and handshaking. However, some designs
have been proposed [13]. Second, enforcing the pipeline
rules may be expensive because they require examining an
instruction’s state (e.g., whether it has been launched,
executed, invalidated, etc.) and comparing an instruction’s
operands to a result bundle. Enforcing the pipeline rules
may become a performance bottleneck because it affects
instruction throughput and the speed at which results are
sent to their consumer instructions. Finally, CFPs may use
more chip area than traditional architectures because
pipeline registers tend to be very wide.

3 WIDE COUNTERFLOW PIPELINES

Initially, we used the CFP for ASIP design, but found that
the architecture could be improved considerably. In this
section, we describe the shortcomings of the CFP for ASIPs
and present our WCFP architecture, including several
features required for high performance. Finally, we briefly
describe our methodology to automatically generate WCFPs
for kernel loops.

3.1 CFP to WCFP

The CFP issues one operation per instruction and tries to
overlap the execution of multiple operations in separate
pipeline stages to get good performance. The custom CFPs
generated by our previous design techniques rely on
hardware loop unrolling with speculative execution to get
multiple loop iterations active in the pipeline at the same
time. In practice, custom CFPs usually have only two
iterations active at the same time, and in fact, frequently the
i + 1th iteration only begins to execute while the ith iteration
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Result bundles.



is executing. Data dependences between loop iterations
may also limit the amount of execution overlap and the
degree to which speculative execution can be applied across
iterations. We found that this hardware unrolling was not
sufficient to attain competitive levels of performance for
ASIPs. To solve this problem and to make the CFP better
suited for ASIP design, we extended the original proposal
to a VLIW architecture that issues multiple operations per
instruction. The WCFP increases instruction width so that
multiple independent operations may be scheduled and
executed simultaneously. The WCFP exploits ILP across
multiple loop iterations by tailoring a custom WCFP to a
software pipelined loop. By doing so, the WCFP better
exploits ILP than the CFP.

Fig. 3a shows an example WCFP that issues three
operations per instruction. The width of the result pipeline
is matched to the maximum width of an instruction (in this
example, the width is 2 since the add_cmp stage generates
two results) to ensure there is enough space in a result
bundle to convey all destination values of a wide instruc-
tion. There are no rules for what operations may be
scheduled in an instruction; however, every operation in
an instruction must use a different destination register,
except for predicated operations that are guarded by
complementary predicates. Although there is no explicit
dependence checking, dependences between instructions
are enforced inherently by the WCFP’s pipeline rules.
Restrictions such as issuing multiple memory operations
together are determined by the operation repertoire of
functional devices. For example, issuing two loads together
requires a memory unit that can do two memory accesses
simultaneously.

The operations in an instruction move through a WCFP
in lock-step, although they may execute in different stages
or sidings. For example, the operations in the instruction:

ðld ½r5�; r6; add r7; 1; r7; cmp r10; 0Þ

execute in two stages in Fig. 3a. The load is started in
mem_launch and finished in mem_return and the addi-
tion and comparison are done in add_cmp.

Doing operations in separate stages lets them execute at
the best point in the pipeline. The best location for an
operation to execute is usually in the stage after the point
where the operation acquires its last source operand.
Because operations in an instruction may garner their
operands in different stages and become ready to execute at
different times, the location where each operation executes
can be tailored to the data flow behavior of the application
to improve performance.

3.2 Pipeline Stage

One issue with the design of the CFP is how to arrange
pipeline stage control and processing. For the WCFP, we
use a stage organization that is scalable with instruction
width. Fig. 3b shows a block diagram of control and
processing in a WCFP execution stage. An execution stage
has three processes: 1) garner, 2) execute, and 3) control.
Garner checks for matching register names in an instruction
and result bundle. If a match is found, the instruction and
result are updated according to the CFP rules [1]. Execute
checks whether an instruction executes in the stage. If it
does, it waits until the operation it executes has all of its
source operands before doing the operation. After executing
the operation, a new result is generated and inserted into
the result pipeline. Control monitors the activity of a stage
and indicates to adjacent arbitration units whether it is
ready to advance an instruction or result or accept a new
instruction or result. The control process also moves
instruction and result bundles between stages and inserts
results generated by the execute process into the result
pipeline. There is a writeback buffer in a pipeline stage to
copy destination register values into the result pipeline. The
buffer holds the value generated by the operations executed
in a WCFP stage until it can be inserted into the result
pipeline (see Section 3.4).

Included in the design of a WCFP stage is its local
interconnection network. The interconnect must allow for
comparing register names between an instruction and result
bundle and for copying values to and from a result bundle.
Fig. 4 shows one possible structure for comparing register
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names and copying and injecting result values. Fig. 4a
shows the interconnect with comparators for checking an
instruction’s source register names against the names in a
result bundle. To permit maximum parallelism, every
instruction operand and result name have a comparator
and there is a connection for each operand and result
register name to the comparators. The figure shows three
operands and two register names, with six comparators and
five connections to the comparators. Similarly, Fig. 4b
shows the result buses needed for copying and updating
register values. In this case, one bus is needed per value to
copy or update a result value. In general, there are n * m
register name comparators, n + m register name connec-
tions, and m result buses in a stage, where n is the number
of operands in an instruction and m is the number of results
in a result bundle.

The design of a WCFP pipeline stage presents a possible
limitation to the architecture. The control and interconnect
in each stage that enforces the pipeline rules is potentially
complex, especially for very wide pipelines. The size of the
network is a concern because, as network size increases, the
delay to determine a register name match and copy values
also increases and a large network requires complex routing
of instruction operands and results among the comparators.
In a later section, we evaluate the impact of stage latency on
overall performance. We also describe a way to quantita-
tively compare the size of the networks in evaluating the
cost of WCFPs.

3.3 Predication

To reduce control transfer operations and to support
aggressive ILP code transformations, the WCFP supports
predicated execution. As demonstrated by other work [14]
[15], this can expose significant ILP by flattening the control
flow graph into a sequence of operations that can be
scheduled together. The WCFP has guarded operations and
predicate-generating comparisons similar to those of
IMPACT EPIC [16] and HPL PlayDoh [17]. The WCFP
handles predicated execution naturally by treating predi-
cates as any other source operand and checking the value of

the predicate before executing or launching an operation.

Individual operations within an instruction are predicated;

there is no instruction predicate that guards all operations

in an instruction. For example, the instruction:

ðld p p0; ½r5�; r6; add p p1; r7; 1; r7; cmp r10; 0Þ

has three operations, two of which are guarded by different

predicates (ld_p and add_p). Predicating each operation

gives maximum scheduling flexibility since operations with

different predicates may be scheduled in the same instruc-

tion. Operations that are guarded by complementary

predicates with the same destination register may also be

scheduled in the same instruction.
The hardware support needed to add predicated execu-

tion to the WCFP is modest. First, there must be enough

predicate and general-purpose registers to aggressively

apply if-conversion. The WCFP has separate register files

for predicate and general-purpose registers. The size of

these files is adjusted by our synthesis system to meet the

needs of a given kernel loop.
Second, execution units should not generate a result on a

false predicate. Predicated operations are always executed,

regardless of their predicate value. However, the value

generated by an execution unit is inserted in the result

pipeline only if the predicate is true. Otherwise, the

generated value is ignored. Finally, the status of an

operation’s predicate must be checked before updating

the register file with a destination register to ensure that the

destination value is valid.
Predicated execution in the WCFP requires that the

original value of the destination register be inserted into the

result pipeline when a false predicate is encountered. This is

done by including the destination register as a source

operand to a predicated operation and by copying the

original value of the destination register to the result

pipeline on a false predicate. The garner process identifies

this condition. The original value is inserted because

dependent operations may be waiting for the destination
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for garnering).



register and, if a value were not generated, those operations
would deadlock.

Although it is possible to squash operations with false
predicates before they reach their execution point, the
increase in stage complexity is usually not worth the small
performance improvement. To squash predicated opera-
tions as soon as possible requires that all stages have the
ability to recognize an operation with a false predicate and
to insert the original destination value of the operation
(contained in the instruction bundle) into the result pipe-
line. The pipelines in this paper support squashing
operations with false predicates only at their execution
point, which simplifies the WCFP hardware for stages that
do not handle predicated operations.

An alternative WCFP predication scheme to the one
proposed above inserts the destination register of a false-
predicate operation into the result pipeline when the
operation flows through the register file. However, this
scheme may substantially delay the delivery of source
operands to dependent operations and, from experimental
work, we have found that it is not competitive with the
scheme described above. The pipelines in this paper use the
first approach with a register cache at the beginning of the
pipeline that holds register values from results that have
recently exited the pipeline (see Section 3.5). In most cases,
the previous value of the destination register is acquired
from the register cache, which avoids requesting the
destination register from the register file.

3.4 Result Packing

When an instruction executes in a WCFP stage, it needs to
inject its destination values into the result pipeline. The
manner in which this insertion is done can have an impact
on pipeline performance. Our approach uses the writeback
buffer in Fig. 3b to insert new register values into the result
pipeline. The buffer holds destination values generated by
executing an operation in the stage and the control process
moves values from the buffer to the result pipeline. There
are two feasible ways to do this. In the first choice, control
waits until the result register is empty before moving the
value from the writeback buffer to the result register. This
inserts a new value into the stream of result bundles
flowing through the result pipeline. This approach is
relatively simple; however, it increases pressure on result
pipeline bandwidth by generating new result packets for
every destination register, which causes additional garner
operations over the execution lifetime of a loop.

The second alternative moves the buffer’s value im-
mediately to the result register, regardless of whether the

register is empty. When there is a bundle in the result
register with enough space to hold the buffer’s value, the
value is packed into the existing bundle. If the bundle in the
result register is full, the writeback buffer’s value is retained
until the full result bundle exits the stage. Once the full
bundle exits, a new bundle is inserted containing only the
buffer’s value. Packing results limit the number of
individual packets flowing through the result pipeline,
which reduces the number of garner operations and
improves result pipeline bandwidth utilization.

Fig. 5 shows how result packing helps performance. The
example shows two instructions: I1 and I2, with I2
dependent on I1. The example assumes unit latency for
the pipeline and a result pipeline width of two. The first
instruction executes in stage 2 and injects the destination
register value into the result pipeline at this stage. I2
executes in stage 1 and waits in that stage until I1 produces
a result. The first diagram in Fig. 5a shows how result flow
is affected by not packing results. In the figure, I1 finishes
executing at time 1 and is ready to insert its destination in
the result pipeline. However, the result registers in this
stage are occupied by result bundle R1. Because results are
not packed, the destination value generated by I1 cannot be
injected until R1 has flowed through stage 2. At time 2, R1
leaves stage 2 and advances to next stage 1. The destination
value of I1 can be inserted in the result pipeline at this time
and a new result bundle R2 is created to hold the
destination value. R2 reaches I2 at time 3 and R2 executes
and generates a result at time 4.

Fig. 5b shows what happens when results are packed. On
time 1, I1 generates a result and inserts it into result bundle
R1. In this case, R1 has only one register value and can hold
one more, so I1’s destination value is packed into R1. At
time 2, R1 flows to stage 1 and I2 acquires its dependent
source operand from R1. Hence, on time 3, I2 executes and
generates a new result. In this case, the result pipeline
stage 1 is empty and a new result bundle, R2, is injected to
hold I2’s destination value. The first example takes a total of
five steps, while the second one takes four steps to do the
same computation. Also, notice that one less result bundle
has been inserted with result packing.

Although result packing can be applied to the CFP, it is
particularly important for the WCFP. With the increased
width of theWCFP’s instruction pipeline, there needs to be a
corresponding increase in the width of the result pipeline.
That is, thewidth of the result pipelinemust at leastmatch the
maximum number of destination values that can be gener-
ated in a stage. Furthermore, with more operations per
instruction word, there is a greater need to deliver more
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operand values to an instruction. Unlike the CFP, there is a
larger variation in the number of results generated by
instructions in a WCFP. Hence, the increased bandwidth in
the result pipeline is more likely to go underutilized in the
WCFP. Because there are “available slots” in result bundles
already in thepipeline, it is desirable to packnewly generated
values into these existing bundles. Packing can also reduce
the number of comparisons done during a loop’s execution.
Every extra comparison may slow down the advancement of
instructions and hurt performance. In complex pipelines,
packing results can have a considerable performance
advantage over not packing results, as shown later.

3.5 Register Caching

The CFP had its register file at the end of the pipeline;
however, placing the register file at the end of the pipeline
may lead to poor performance because every instruction
entering the pipeline must request its source operands
directly from the register file. The source operands for an
instruction are forwarded to their consumer instructions via
the result pipeline. This forwarding can hurt performance
because instructions may stall waiting for their source
operands and because there is an increase in the number of
individual results flowing in the pipeline, which causes
additional comparisons and resource conflicts for result
registers. Although Sproull et al. suggest using a “register
cache” at the beginning of the pipeline to mitigate this
problem [1], they do not investigate the structure or
performance of such a cache.

The WCFP keeps a cache of register values that have
exited the pipeline in recent result bundles. In this way, the
register cache serves as a future buffer from which
instructions just entering the pipeline can acquire their
source operands. The cache holds future values in the sense
that it can cache values that have not yet been committed to
the register file. The register cache is a stage that is located
at the very beginning of the pipeline after instruction fetch.
To maintain register cache consistency, whenever an
instruction moves through the cache, the destination
registers of the instruction are marked invalid in the cache.
This ensures that subsequent instructions will not acquire
an old value for a destination register of an instruction that
is currently active in the pipeline.

Fig. 6 has timing diagrams that show how a register
cache improves performance. In the figure, assume that I5
needs two source registers r9 and r10 and that result bundle
R4 = [r9] and R5 = [r10]. Consider Fig. 6a which does not
have a register cache. On time 10, result R4 exits the

pipeline and, on time 11, I5 is fetched. I5 flows to regfetch
on time 12. It garners the value of r10 from R5 and requests
source operand register r9 from the register file. In this
example, result R6 = [r9] is inserted by the register file. I5
continues to advance through the pipeline and reaches
stage 1, where it executes. However, because I5 has not
garnered its operand r9, it stalls in stage 1. Register r9
arrives at time 14 (in R6) and I5 garners r9’s value and
executes. It injects R7 to hold its destination value on the
next step. Without a register cache, it takes I5 six steps to
execute.

In the second timing diagram, Fig. 6b, regfetch has a
register cache. In this example, when R4 reaches regfetch at
time 9 (not shown), the value of r9 is copied to the cache.
When I5 enters regfetch at time 12, it copies the value of r9.
I5 also meets R5 in regfetch and garners r10. I5 advances to
stage 1 on the next time step and begins execution
immediately because it has both source operand values. In
this second timing diagram, I5 takes four steps to execute.

There are two observations about this example. First, the
value of register r9 was not “lost” in the second timing
diagram when R4 exited the pipeline. Instead, the value
was cached at the beginning of the pipeline. Second, there
was one fewer register fetch in Fig. 6b, which reduces
pipeline result pressure. Hence, register caches can improve
performance by letting instructions acquire their source
operands very early in the pipeline and by avoiding
requests to the register file.

For the WCFP, we developed three alternative caches
and investigated how these caches improve performance.
The organizations we consider are a result cache (R), a pass-
through cache (PT), and a result and pass-through cache
(R+PT). The R cache tracks the most recent value of
registers that have exited the result pipeline. There is a
valid bit associated with each cache entry that indicates
whether a particular register has recently been seen by the
cache. The valid bits are set for every register in a result that
flows through the cache and the bits are reset for each
destination register in an instruction. An instruction with
invalid source operands (in the cache) will request those
operands from the register file (which acts as a “history
buffer” of computation that has exited the pipeline). The PT
cache, on the other hand, has a single bit for each register
that indicates whether there is an instruction active in the
pipeline that writes to that register (the pass-through cache
is a scoreboard that tracks which registers will be set by
active instructions). Pass-through bits are reset for every
register contained in a result that enters the cache. The pass-
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through bit helps to avoid requesting source operands from
the register file when there is an instruction in the pipeline
that generates a particular operand. This reduces result
pipeline pressure, which may improve performance. The
final organization (R+PT) is a combination of the first two: It
caches register values and tracks the status of destination
registers. In the evaluation of the WCFP, we look at how
each cache organization affects pipeline performance.

3.6 Design Methodology

WCFP architectural synthesis operates on predesigned
functional devices such as pipeline stages and functional
sidings. This design methodology is similar to methodolo-
gies for systems-on-a-chip [18] [19] which use well-defined
and specified prebuilt blocks to construct single chip
systems in a modular manner. The design space of WCFPs
is defined by processor functionality and topology. Proces-
sor functionality is the type and number of devices in a
pipeline and topology is the interconnection of those
elements. Processor functionality is characterized by a
design database of computational elements that indicates
device type and semantics for each database entry.

The WCFP design system accepts an application pro-
gram (in C) with its kernel loop annotated as an input to the
code optimizer vpo [20], which compiles the application
and transforms the loop using code optimizations such as
strength reduction, induction variable elimination, global
register allocation, loop invariant code motion, global
common subexpression elimination, etc. vpo passes the
optimized kernel loop to WCFP architectural synthesis,
which selects and instantiates computational devices from
the design database and derives the processor interconnec-
tion network.

The synthesis process has five steps [8]. The first
synthesis step constructs a software pipeline loop using
iterative modulo scheduling [21]. The software pipeline
kernel specifies the operations and functional elements to
include in a WCFP. Step 2 does pipeline extraction, which
instantiates stages and sidings for kernel instructions from
the design database. After pipeline extraction, Step 3 creates
an instruction set architecture from the software pipeline
kernel and the WCFP. Once the custom WCFP and ISA are
determined, Step 4 generates the complete instruction
schedule for the software pipeline kernel loop. The final

synthesis step does pipeline refinement, which iteratively
adjusts the order of pipeline stages tomatch the kernel loop’s
execution behavior. Stage order is refined using a simple
heuristic that identifies locations in the pipeline with heavy
resource contention and rearranges stages to reduce this
contention. For our benchmarks in this paper, the time
required by our synthesis systemvaries from1minute and 54
seconds to 22 minutes and 15 seconds, with an average of 8
minutes and 29 seconds (on a Sun 300 MHz UltraSPARC 1).
Although this design time does not include logic synth-
esis, it indicates that our methodology is feasible for quick
turnaround design of embedded processors.

4 WCFP PERFORMANCE

To investigate how the WCFP compares to other ASIPs, we
compared it against other application-specific architectures
using the CFP and conventional VLIWs.

4.1 Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate WCFPs, we use several common benchmarks,
including loops extracted from the previously described
embedded applications in MediaBench [10]. The bench-
marks have integer versions of the Livermore loops k1, k5,
k7, and k12, the finite impulse response filter (fir), vector
dot product (dot), and four other kernels extracted from
complete applications. These loops include the 2D discrete
cosine transformation (dct) used in image compression and
an implementation of the Floyd-Steinberg image dithering
algorithm (dither). We also extracted the vector computa-
tion a = bk mod d from RSA encryption (mexp). The final
loop is GSM 6.10 speech decoding (gsm).

We built a microarchitecture simulator for studying
WCFPs [9]. The simulator models WCFPs with varying
computational latencies. To move an instruction or result
between stages takes one time unit, to garner a result takes
three time units, and to launch or return an instruction from
a siding takes three time units [22]. To execute an operation
such as an addition takes five time units. High latency
operations are scaled relative to low latency ones, so an
operation such as multiplication, assuming it is five times
slower than addition, takes 25 time units. Fig. 7a shows the
the parameters for our simulations. To evaluate the WCFP’s
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performance, we use an instruction width of four in
Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

We also compare the WCFP to conventional VLIW
architectures. For this comparison, we normalize execution
latency of theWCFP relative to theVLIW.We assume that the
clock cycle time of theVLIW is equivalent to five time steps in
the WCFP. This assumption is based on the fact that simple
operations, such as anADD, take five time steps in theWCFP.
We consider such simple operations to have the worst-case
cycle time for the VLIW. Of course, in many architectures,
operation latency does not dominate and other aspects
determine clock cycle length, such as the L1 cache access
time. Hence, normalizing to a simple operation conserva-
tively evaluates theWCFP relative to theVLIW. Fig. 7b shows
the architectural parameters for our VLIW design.

4.2 Impact of Instruction Width

To investigate how instruction width impacts performance,
we synthesized different pipelines for the same benchmarks
with different width constraints. Fig. 8 shows the speedup
of custom WCFPs relative to custom CFPs for several
benchmarks. The CFPs are similar to the WCFPs with the
exception of pipeline width. They have the same register
cache (R+PT) and functional repertoire as the WCFPs. In the
figure, our synthesis tool was given maximum pipeline
widths of one (i.e., a CFP), two, four, and eight operations.
The widths correspond to design constraints that the
synthesis system must maintain; it will not generate
pipelines with operation widths greater than a given
maximum width. However, based on the application code
and its available instruction-level parallelism, pipelines
with fewer operations can be generated.

The figure shows how performance is effected by a
change in instruction pipeline width. For a width of two,
there is a speedup of 1 to 2.45 times over a single-issue CFP.
The average speedup in this case is 1.65. For a width of four,
the speedup is 1 to 3.9 times over the CFP (average is 2.5).
Finally, for a width of eight, the speedups range from 1 to
5.2 times, with an average of 3.0. In the cases where an
increase in pipeline width improves performance, there is
also a corresponding increase in the average width of an

instruction. For example, at a pipeline width of four, fir,
k1, k7, gsm, dot, and mexp have speedups of 2.5-3.9 times
greater than the CFP, which is approximately the same as
the average increase in instruction width. For these bench-
marks, the width of software pipeline kernel instructions is
2.7-3.8 operations. Other cases, such as k5, k12, and
dither show smaller speedups with a change in pipeline
width. In these cases, the speedup is constrained by
instruction width, e.g., these benchmarks have 1.6, 2.2,
and 2.52 operations per instruction for a pipeline width of
four. Because these benchmarks have less ILP, wider
pipelines have similar performance to narrower ones.

From the figure, we observe that an increase in
performance follows an increase in instruction size and
that the WCFP does not impose a performance penalty due
to a change in instruction width. We also observe that
benchmarks prefer different widths. For instance, fir, k5,
and k12 achieve most of their speedup with a pipeline
width of two. In these cases, increasing pipeline width has
little benefit since the average kernel instruction size is not
increased by relaxing the width constraint. This observation
shows the importance of including design exploration to
select a good pipeline width that will achieve a balance
between performance and cost. In Section 5, we describe a
cost model that can be used during design exploration to
help guide selection of pipeline width.

4.3 Impact of Stage Latency

As described earlier, increasing stage width may adversely
impact the latency of a stage. To get an indication of how
increased stage latency harms performance, we varied the
stage latency and measured its effect on overall perfor-
mance, as shown in Fig. 9a.

The figure shows that, for a fixed instruction width, an
increase in stage latency of up to 30 percent causes
performance to be degraded by 7-13.5 percent. Fig. 9b
shows average degradation for an increase in latency of
3-30 percent. An increase in latency of up to 30 percent
causes a maximum average increase in execution latency of
only 11.1 percent. This is very encouraging since the
benchmark pipelines were not recustomized to take into
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account the increase in comparison latency. Also, the

instruction width was held constant and a wider instruction

may improve overall performance by taking better advan-

tage of ILP despite an increase in stage latency.

4.4 Impact of Result Packing

The WCFP packs destination register values into result

bundles. To get an indication of how packing results

improves performance, we measured the speedup of

pipelines that pack results versus those that do not, as

shown in Fig. 10a. The figure shows that, for most
benchmarks, performance is improved significantly. For

dct and k7, the speedup is 1.3. However, for two

benchmarks, dither and k5, there was no performance

improvement. Fig. 10b explains why performance is

improved for each benchmark. The speedups come from

the reduction in the number of garners done during a

benchmark’s execution. For dither and k5, there is very

little reduction in garners, i.e., the data flow for these

benchmarks is such that few results are packed into existing

result bundles. For dct and k7, many results are packed

into existing bundles, which reduces the number of garners

and improves performance. Packing results also reduce the

number of garners for the other benchmarks; however,

there is less of a relative speedup compared to dct and k7.

The impact of reducing the number of garners is small

because these benchmarks already do a good job of masking

garner latency.

4.5 Impact of Register Caching

We also investigated how the R, PT, and R+PT register cache

organizations effect performance relative to baseline pipe-

lines that do not have a register cache. Fig. 11a shows that a

register cache can improve performance by up to 38 percent.
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In a fewcases, however, performance is not greatly affected; it
is even degraded for fir, modexp, and k12 (depending on
the cache type). The performance degradation is due to the
register cache causing pipeline stalls (while accessing the
cache) early in thepipeline that affect the ability of instruction
fetch to continue feeding the pipeline.

The figure also shows that the PT and R+PT organizations
are the most effective at improving performance. Indeed, in
many cases, the PT cache does surprisingly well. This good
performance is especially encouraging since the PT cache has
much less state per cache entry than the R+PT cache. The
relative difference in performance between the PT and R+PT
organizations is an indication of the importance of reducing
result pressure. That is,when there is littledifference between
PT and R+PT organizations (e.g., for dither, k1, k3, dot,
and k12), the reduction in result pipeline pressure is more
important than ensuring that an instruction acquires its
source operands early in the pipeline. When the R+PT cache
outperforms the PT cache (e.g., fir, gsm, dct, and k7), the
early acquisition of source operands is more important than
reducing result pipeline pressure.

Fig. 11b shows the hit rates of each cache organization to
get insight into why the caches help performance. For all of
the cache organizations, a register cache hit means that a
request for a source operand is not sent to the register file,
which reduces the number of result bundles injected into
the result pipeline by the register file. For the R cache, a hit
means a source value is in the cache and it can be copied
from the cache. For the PT cache, a hit is desirable because it
means that a producer instruction is in-flight in the pipeline
and a dependent instruction can pass through the register
cache without requesting the in-flight source operand (it is
guaranteed to be produced by the in-flight instruction). A
hit in the R+PT cache combines the benefits of a hit in the R
and PT caches.

The R cache has the lowest hit rate, as expected, ranging
from 0.01-0.36, with an average of 0.17. The PT and R+PT
caches have much higher hit rates that range from 0.8-0.98
(average is 0.88) and 0.98-0.99 (average is 0.99). The misses
for the PT cache are associated with inactive destination

registers and loop live-in and loop invariant registers, while
the misses for the R+PT cache are associated with cold start
misses for loop live-in registers. The PT cache always misses
for loop invariant registers since they are never updated by
an instruction. The high hit rates associated with the PT and
R+PT caches indicate why performance is improved by
these structures. The number of requests sent to the register
file is much lower and there are fewer results flowing in the
pipeline for the PT and R+PT caches than for the R cache.

4.6 WCFP versus VLIW

To evaluate the WCFP’s performance relative to traditional
VLIWs, we derived custom WCFPs and VLIWs tailored to
the resource requirements of each benchmark. In this
section, we summarize the results from Childers and
Davidson [8] that compares WCFP and VLIW architectures.
The custom VLIWs were tailored to the benchmark loops by
varying the type and number of functional devices available
so that operations could be scheduled in the software
pipelined loop without concern for resource constraints
other than instruction width. In all cases, the VLIWs and the
WCFPs use the same instruction schedule to ensure a fair
comparison between the two architectures.

The custom WCFPs achieve cycles per operation mea-
surements that are competitive with traditional VLIWs with
similar resource capabilities. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of
effective cycles per operation for both VLIW and WCFP
processors with varying instruction widths. We found that
the WCFP is within 0-18 percent of the traditional VLIW’s
performance (the average is 8.6 percent) and, in most cases,
performance is within 7 percent of the VLIW. For some
cases, the WCFP does better than the VLIW. For example,
the WCFP for k5 has 22 percent better performance than a
custom VLIW. This benchmark has a good balance between
the type of operations and the flow of instructions and
results, which led to peak performance with minimal
pipeline stalls.

The performance of the WCFP is encouraging
because WCFP elements communicate only with their
neighbors, unlike traditional VLIW architectures which
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have complicated bus networks, pipeline bypasses, and
other global structures to connect functional devices [4].
Also, as Flynn et al. [5] have observed, architectures with
local communication will be especially important in the
future as feature size continues to scale down into the deep
submicron realm. Because a WCFP design system does not
have to determine global interconnection of functional
devices, a simple and effective design methodology may
be used. Furthermore, the simplicity of the architecture and
the design system does not come at the cost of performance
of the generated pipeline designs.

5 WCFP COST

In this section, we derive a storage-based cost model for
CFP and WCFP architectures and evaluate the cost/
performance of the WCFP in comparison to the CFP.
Importantly, the model can also be used to avoid selecting
pipelines that violate a cost constraint or have poor cost/
performance.

5.1 Cost Model

To address the question of relative cost of WCFPs, we use a
cost model based on the “bit width” of a pipeline stage. This
model is derived from the microarchitecture design of
pipeline stages implemented in our WCFP simulator. The
model relies on approximations of the storage cost of state
information within each pipeline stage, the register cache,
and the register file. It also models the comparator network
and local interconnect. The dominant cost in the model is
instruction and result pipeline register cost since these
registers tend to be very wide and account for most of the
cost difference between alternative WCFP implementations
derived with our methodology. To model the cost of
instruction and result registers, we use bit width as the
cost estimate since register size tracks bit width. The
prototype implementation of our synthesis technique
generates the same number and type of functional units
for a particular input kernel loop code regardless of
instruction width. Hence, the total cost of functional units

is treated as a constant in the model. The cost of the
comparator network is computed by multiplying the
number of comparators by a constant cost for each
comparator. A stage’s local interconnect can also vary with
a change in stage width. Our model handles the inter-
connect separately because it is difficult to determine the
actual impact of the interconnect without a low-level
implementation of a given pipeline. In the model, informa-
tion about component costs are parameterized and can be
refined to improve accuracy.

Instruction and Result Bundle Size. We start the discussion
of the cost model with the bit width size of instruction and
result bundles. These widths effect the amount of storage in
the form of registers in each pipeline stage and are used in
computing a pipeline’s total cost. An approximation for the
width of an instruction bundle register is:

winstr ¼ ðnsrcs þ ndestsÞ � ðwreg þ wspec þ wrflagsÞ þ wop þ wflags

where nsrcs is the number of source operands (e.g., 2), ndests

is the number of destination operands (e.g., 1), wreg is the
width of a register value (e.g., 32), wspec is the width of a
register name (e.g., 5), wrflags is the width of result flags
(e.g., 2 for valid and garnered bits), wop is the width of a
decoded opcode (e.g., approximately 10 for a 12-stage
pipeline), and wflags is the width of status flags (e.g., 2 for
instruction killed and executed bits). As an example, a
32-bit triadic instruction requires a bundle width of ðnsrcs þ
ndestsÞ � ðwreg þ wspecÞ ¼ 3 � ð32þ 5Þ ¼ 111 bits for just its
source and destination operands. An approximation for
the width of result registers is:

wresult ¼ nresult � ðwreg þ wspec þ wrflagsÞ;

where nresult is the number of individual results in a result
bundle.

Comparator Cost. In each pipeline stage, multiple
comparators are needed to enforce the pipeline matching
rules. The comparator network size varies with instruc-
tion and result bundle width. Although each of these
comparators is small (their bit size is wspec), a WCFP
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design may have: ncmp ¼ ðnsrcs þ ndestsÞ � nresult compara-
tors per stage. We can estimate the cost of the comparator
network as ccmp ¼ wspec � ncmp � kcmp, where kcmp is a
constant representing the per-bit area cost of a compara-
tor. Typically, we set kcmp ¼ 1 under the assumption that
the per-bit cost of the comparator network is about the
same as the per-bit cost of a pipeline register. For triadic
instruction sets with wspec ¼ 5 and nresult ¼ 2, this is
approximately equivalent to one 32-bit comparator per
stage (3 � 2 � 5 ¼ 30 bits).

Pipeline Storage Cost. Using winstr, wresult, and ccmp, we can
derive the cost of a pipeline stage. The cost is the sum of the
bit width of the instruction and result pipelines, the
comparator network, and the number of ALUs in a stage:
The first term in this equation is the cost of the instruction
and result registers. The cost of ALUs in a stage is given as
the number of ALUs (nALUs) multiplied by data width
(wdata). This estimate could be improved by factoring in the
specific type of functional units in a stage and their actual
cost from a design database. However, as mentioned above,
the ALU cost is constant in our designs for a particular
kernel loop regardless of instruction width. Hence, we treat
ALU cost as a constant and set wdata ¼ 32. We estimate the
cost of launch and return stages by setting nALUs ¼ 0. The
cost of a WCFP includes the cost of functional sidings:
csiding ¼ nops � nstages � wdata. In this equation, nops is the
number of operations that can be issued at once (i.e., the
number of pipelines in a siding) into a siding, nstages is the
depth of the siding, and wdata is the data width. The total
cost of a pipeline is the sum of the cost of all stages and
functional sidings: cpipeline ¼

P
cstage þ

P
csiding.

Register File and Register Cache Cost. The register file and
register cache cost is the amount of total storage in each
structure. For the register file, this cost, cregfile, is simply the
total number of registers multiplied by their bit width. For
the register cache, the total cost, cregcache, is dependent on the
particular type of cache used. The R cache cost is the same
as the register file cost with the addition of a valid bit. The
PT cache has the cost of one bit per register name. Finally,
the R+PT cache is the sum of the R and PT cache costs. This

storage model does not include the impact of multiple ports
into the register cache and register file.

Total Cost. The pipeline cost equation, cpipeline, does not
take into the account the cost of a pipeline’s register file or
register cache, although the size of these structures can be
significant and varies with each custom WCFP. We can add
in the cost of the register file and cache to get the total cost:
ctotal ¼ cpipeline þ cregfile þ cregcache.

Local Interconnect Cost. For the local interconnect, we
consider it separately and do not include it in the total cost
because the interconnect area does not directly follow the
bit width of a stage. Instead, we determine the total number
of local connections within a stage (based on Fig. 4). To
simplify the estimate, we treat the local connections as
buses. We compute two values for the local interconnect:
the number of result data buses and the number of register
name buses. The number of result buses is the maximum
number of registers in a result bundle, nresults. We scale this
number by the data width of each bus, which is wdata.
Hence, the cost for the result buses in a stage is
cresbus ¼ nresults � wdata. The cost of the register name com-
parator interconnect can be computed in a similar manner.
Here, the number of buses is ðnsrcs þ ndestsÞ � nresult, which is
ncmp. To get the cost of the register name interconnect, we
use cnamebus ¼ ncmp � wspec because each bus is wspec bits wide.

5.2 WCFP and CFP Cost Comparison

Fig. 13 shows the cost of custom CFP and WCFPs with
varying pipeline widths (2, 4, and 8) for several bench-
marks. The width of each pipeline is a constraint on the
maximum instruction width that can be generated by our
synthesis system. The cost was computed using ctotal with
wdata ¼ 32, wrflags ¼ 2, and wflags ¼ 2. The size of the register
file generated for each pipeline determines wspec for a
pipeline. The table shows the cost of four pipelines for each
benchmark and the relative increase in cost of custom
WCFPs versus custom CFPs in the shaded regions of the
table. For example, a WCFP that has an instruction width of
2 increases total cost by 1.21 times over a CFP. The table also
shows the relative increase in cost of a stage’s local
interconnect.
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Fig. 13 shows that the custom CFPs have costs ranging
from 4,088 to 7,095 and WCFPs have costs ranging from
4,458 to 24,846. The table gives insight into the relative cost
increase between CFPs and WCFPs. From the table, a WCFP
with a width of two increases cost by 0.98 to 1.64 times, with
an average of 1.26 times. In the case of k12, the cost of the
dual-issue WCFP is lower than the cost of the CFP. This is
due to a decrease in pipeline length and the number of
instruction and result registers. Although the WCFP and the
CFP have the same number of ALUs, the WCFP has a
shorter pipeline because it issues more operations per
instruction. In the other cases, pipeline length does not
decrease enough to reduce the overall cost. For many
benchmarks, the CFP and the dual-issue WCFP have
approximately the same length. This is due to the restriction
that launch and return stages cannot be combined with
other stages. That is, if there is an attached memory unit to a
WCFP, then the memory launch and return stages must be
separate and cannot be combined with other execution or
launch and return stages. Therefore, because pipeline width
increases and pipeline length stays the same relative to the
CFP, the cost of the WCFPs increase.

Fig. 13 shows that the cost of the WCFPs does not
increase at the same rate as width relative to the CFP. For
example, dual-issue WCFPs do not have twice the cost of
single-issue CFPs. This is due to several reasons. First, the
number of ALUs and functional sidings stays the same
across all of the architectures. Second, the result pipeline
does not increase at the same rate as the instruction
pipeline. The custom CFPs have a result pipeline width of
two, which is the same as the dual-issue WCFPs. Result
pipeline width does increase for WCFPs with instruction
widths of four and eight, although not at the same rate as
the instruction width. For an instruction width of two, most
of the pipelines have a result width of three, i.e., the
maximum number of operations done by any execution
stage is three, and result pipeline width is set to this size.
Finally, the increase in cost comes primarily from the
increase in the width of registers in each stage and the
increase in register file and cache size. Pipeline length does
not decrease enough to offset these larger structures.

Fig. 13 also shows how an increase in width impacts a
pipeline stage’s local interconnect. For each benchmark and
width, the table shows for the increase in cost of the result
and register name buses as a tuple. The first element of the
tuple is the increase in cresbus and the second element is the
increase in cnamebus over the baseline CFP. For a width of
two, the table shows that the result bus interconnect does
not increase in cost. In this case, all generated WCFPs have a
result width of two, which is the same as the CFP. However,
at pipeline widths four and eight, there is an increase in

cresbus because the result pipeline width increased. The
relative cost increase ranges from 1.0 to 2.0, with an average
of 1.3. As noted earlier, the width of the result pipeline does
not necessarily scale with an increase in instruction width
and the result bus cost reflects the actual width. For
example, at a width of four, k7 has a result width of three
and a relative cost of 1.5.

The table shows that the average relative cost of the
register name buses is 2.1, 5, and 9.9 for widths of two, four,
and eight. In some cases, the register name bus cost does not
increase. For example, dither has the same cost at widths
four and eight. Here, the generated pipelines are the same
in both cases. Other benchmarks show a significant increase
in cost from one width to another. For a width of eight, dct
has a 16.8 times increase in cnamebus. There are two reasons
for an increase in cnamebus. First, as width increases, there are
more comparators and register name buses per stage (see
Section 3.2). Second, for some benchmarks, the size of the
register file increases with a change in width. For k1, the
size of the register file doubles when going from a width of
four to eight. Because there are more registers, the size of
wspec increases, which impacts cnamebus.

Fig. 14 shows the ratio of speedup to cost for custom
WCFPs with an instruction width of 4 versus custom CFPs.
This ratio illustrates whether “spending” additional chip
area on a wide counterflow pipeline is worth the increase in
performance. In general, the additional performance ob-
tained from a custom WCFP versus a CFP should come at
an equivalent (or smaller) cost in chip area. This implies
that the speedup/cost ratio should be greater than 1 and
most of the benchmarks in Fig. 14 have a speedup/cost ratio
that is greater than 1 (the average is 1.28). fir, gsm, k1,
dot, and mexp have ratios that are above 1. In these cases,
the additional cost of a WCFP is worth the increase in
performance. Two of the benchmarks, dither and k5,
have speedup/cost ratios of 0.63 and 0.56. As indicated in
Fig. 8, custom WCFPs for these benchmarks do not
significantly improve performance due to the benchmarks’
limited instruction-level parallelism. For dither and k5,
the cost of WCFPs is not worth the small increase in
performance. On average, we found that a quad-issue
WCFP increases cost by an average of 1.95 times over the
CFP, while performance increases an average of 2.5. From
these results, we conclude that the WCFP is cost effective
since performance is usually improved significantly for a
small increase in cost over the CFP.

In a manner similar to the analysis above, our model can
be used to select among WCFPs for a given benchmark. The
model can be combined with performance estimates to
guide a search for the best design alternative given cost and
performance constraints. For example, dct has a 12 percent
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improvement in performance when going from an instruc-
tion width of four to eight. However, the pipeline cost for
dct increases by 57 percent and the interconnect cost
increases by 100 percent for cresbus and 250 percent for
cnamebus. For dct, the 12 percent performance increase is
probably not worth the increased cost.

6 RELATED WORK

There has been much interest in automated design of ASIPs
because of the increasing importance of high-performance
and quick turnaround design in embedded systems. ASIP
techniques typically address two broad problems: ISA and
microarchitecture synthesis. ISA synthesis combines micro-
operations in a programs to create instructions [23] while
meeting code size and execution latency constraints.
Microarchitecture synthesis derives a processor from an
application code. This work has particularly focused on
developing computing architectures that can be dynami-
cally tailored to the needs of an application, including Garp
[24], Raw [25], PRISC [26], [27], DISC [28], RaPiD [29], [11],
[30], CHESS [31], SPLASH [32], [33], [34], PAM [35],
PipeRench [36], [12], and PICO [37], [38], [39], [40], [41].

SPLASH was one of the earliest reconfigurable
computing systems [34]. More recent efforts, such as
RaPiD and PipeRench, use a “chunky” architecture: Large
macrocells can be configured and interconnected to form
a custom system [42]. RaPiD uses a linear array of
processing elements with pipelined control [29], [11], [30]
and PipeRench uses an array of globally connected
processing stripes that can be interconnected to form a
virtual pipeline of any length [36], [12].

Another approach is based on architecture templates
[43], [44], [45], [23]. The template parameterizes an
architecture: The number and type of functional units and
the interconnection topology can be customized by
changing architectural parameters. Template architectures
have often used a VLIW organization [44], [46], [47], [48].
One approach tailors a VLIW to the resource requirements
of embedded loops [46]. The target architecture is a
parameterized VLIW that allows changing the number of
ALUs, operation repertoire, memory configuration, and
register file size and cluster geometry. To synthesize a
processor, they search the design space of all configura-
tions, given constraints, and pick the one that best meets
cost-performance goals.

PICO generates a computing system from an applica-
tion’s source code using both a custom VLIW and systolic
array [37], [38], [39], [40], [41]. The systolic array is
generated for an application’s computationally expensive
loop nest and a VLIW is generated for the control code. The
systolic array is derived by applying systolic optimizations
and software pipelining from which a processor is
determined. Similarly, the VLIW is synthesized given
certain constraints. The ShiftQ schema included in PICO
is a buffered interconnect for functional units [40] that has
similar advantages to the WCFP’s results pipeline. The
WCFP is attractive because it is composable and simple and
yet it achieves performance competitive with other VLIW
customization techniques, such as PICO.

Another template system is MOVE [49], [4]. This system
uses transport triggeredarchitectures (TTAs) that address the
problems associated with functional unit and register file
interconnection in VLIWs, particularly problems with scal-
ability, performance, and cost of multiported register files.
Similar to other systems, MOVE uses compiler technology
and design exploration to derive a processor that meets an
application’s cost and computational requirements.

The CFP has been the focus of much research. Most past
work has focused on implementation and proofs of
correctness [50], [51], [52], [53], [54]. Although the CFP
was proposed as an asynchronous organization [1], there
has been work on a synchronous version [55], [56].
However, this work adds significant structures to the
original design to get good performance on a variety of
programs. In our work, we customize WCFPs to an
application to get high performance without introducing
expensive new features such as explicit register renaming.

7 SUMMARY

This paper describes a novel application of the CFP to
automatic ASIP design. In the paper, we modify and extend
the CFP to a wide-issue CFP that is easily customized to the
resource and data flow requirements of embedded kernel
loops. The paper describes the capabilities that we add to
the CFP to better exploit instruction-level parallelism,
including wide instructions, result packing, register cach-
ing, and predicated execution. The first capability executes
multiple operations per instruction. Increasing instruction
width has little impact on the CFP architecture, i.e., the
CFP’s basic operation and policies do not need to be
changed. The primary concern with a wide pipeline stage is
a wide stage has a larger interconnection network than a
narrow one. Although an increase in stage width may
adversely effect performance, we found that an increase in
stage latency of up to 30 percent decreases performance by
an average of only 11 percent. This performance degrada-
tion may be offset by executing more operations per
instruction. The second capability that we add is result
packing, which inserts newly generated destination values
into already existing result bundles. Result packing reduces
the number of results flowing in a pipeline and the number
of distinct garner operations done during the execution of a
loop. It reduces the number of distinct garner operations by
4-41 percent, with an average of 26 percent, and improves
performance by up to 30 percent, with an average of
14 percent. A third capability puts a register cache at the
beginning of a WCFP to hold results that have recently
exited the result pipeline. We propose three types of register
caches (a result cache, pass-through cache, and a pass-
through cache with result cache) that effectively improve
performance by an average of 14 percent due to high
register cache hit rates of up to 99 percent. The paper
describes a final enhancement for predication in WCFPs.
Predicated execution requires minimal hardware: the
instruction set needs guarded operations and predicate-
generating comparisons; functional units must be disabled
for operations with false predicates; and operations must
insert their original destination register’s value into the
result pipeline on a false predicate.
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The WCFP lends itself well to automatic ASIP design.
CustomWCFPs outperform CFPs by an average of 2.5 times.
We also show in the paper, using an analytic cost model,
that the increased performance of the WCFP does not come
at a significantly increased cost in comparison to the CFP.
Most importantly, custom WCFPs are competitive with
VLIWs that have been tailored to the resource requirements
of embedded loops, without requiring expensive and
complicated global interconnection of functional units,
register files, dispatch logic, etc. This has two important
advantages. First, as global wire delays dominate circuit
latency, the WCFP’s local communication should lead to
very fast implementations. Second, the WCFP’s local
communication reduces the complexity of automatic ASIP
design because synthesis does not have to derive bus
networks or other global structures. Based on these
observations and the results presented in the paper, the
WCFP is well-suited for automatic and quick turnaround
design of custom embedded processors.
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